240                            ELECTRICAL ATTRACTIONS.         [ART. 464
Since the masses 1, jp0', pl9 PI occupy successive inverse points we have when terms of the fourth order are neglected
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these results follow directly from (1).   Substituting these expressions in (5) and again rejecting all terms of the fourth order, we find
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where w=JE/#, v=Fjb are the given potentials of the two spheres.
462. To find the force of repulsion when both the spheres are insulated we notice that the expression (5) gives the force between the spheres when charged with the quantities JEJ', Ff of electricity and that their potentials are respectively v=J?l"b. It follows immediately from (5) that
463.    When the spheres are close to each other the method of finding the functions pn, qn, &c. by continued approximation becomes laborious.    If we put
pn = l/Pn and eliminate fnf and pn' from the equations (1) we arrive at the equation
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The solution is obviously
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We shall suppose that h is the root which is less than unity.   To find the constants
ca — 62 A, Eire have by (2) the conditions P0=l, Pj= — r—.   In the same way we find
that Pn' satisfies the same equation of differences, with the conditions P.'.-£,    ^=-^(^-^-6^).
The reader will find methods of reducing the doubly infinite series for the force X to a single series, and also a discussion of the case in which the two spheres are in contact in Kelvin's Papers on Electrostatics, d'c., page 89.
464.    Ex. 1.   Two conducting spheres touch each other externally and are charged with electricity.    Prove that the density at the point of contact is zero. [Use Art. 142.]                                                                                      [Murphy.]
Ex. 2. A conducting sphere, of radius a, having an electric charge jK, is in front of a large plane conducting surface connected to earth, its centre being at a distance c from this surface, which is large compared with a. Prove that the sphere experiences an attraction towards the plane which is approximately equal to
1 + "*\ .                    [St John's Coll. 1807.1
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Place on the other side of the plane at the same distance a second sphere of equal radius and let its charge be - E. The required attraction is the force A', given by (9), which one sphere exerts on the other (Art. 461).
Ex. 3. Two equal conducting insulated spheres of radius a are placed with their centres at a distance c apart in a uniform iield of force, of intensity Ft and whose

